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I .  INTRODUCTION

. The state of water in the body constituents of living organisms and in the vicinity of
biological macromolecules differs signifi-cantly from t]re s-tate of water in solutions of
simple molecules and in pure water. Nuclear magpetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
is a powerful techniqle for studying in detail tie slructure, mobility, ani extent ofordering of water molecules in various biological systlms. The NMR 

-spectra 
of waterpresent in a sample can be obtained either fr6m the total water conten! or specifically

from the hydration water or intracellular water depending on the nature of the sample.
In-order to fully appreciate the unique contribution of Nun spectroscopy in itredomain of hydration studies, it is important to note that the behavio*; ;;'" ;;;

/ n \ ^

molecule (H/"\t) can be investigated by looking at the nuclear magnetjc resonance
of four different nucleij these are the three isotopes of hydrogen: proton (rH),
deuterium (2H), tritium (3H),,and-oxygen 17o._of these, the mosi wioery uod "^t"r,riu"rystudied nucleus is 1H; the'applications of 2H and iro NMR of water have been
li$"1 to the study of relativeiy few systems. The NMR studies of tritiated water inolologlcal systems apparently have been neglected so far, but in the course of time theyare likely to become a centre of intensive and growing research as a result of ther€cent progress in the development of tritium NMR .p"itror"opy. The importance ofthe NMR studies of tritiated water lies in the fact that such invesiigations aie expected
Lo,o*"t..u 

ne.w a.nd promising method flor exploring the biological hazards of tritium
tttre radroactlve lsotope of hydrogen) present in the environment. The widespread risks
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arise because tritium released from nuclear reactors inevitably pervades the environment
as tritiated water: a form in which tritium can be readily absorbed by plants and
animals.

The NMR parameters most useful in the study of water are the relaxation times.
Tt Tz and T1o. The diffusion constant and the distribution of correlation times for
water can generally be evaluated from relaxation times measured under specific
conditions. It is well known that the relaxation processes for protons, deuterons, and17O, are influenced by different factors. Therefoie, for a comprehensive study of the
state of water in any system, using NMR, it is important to compare the relaxation
time data for more than one nucleus.

The present article comprises: a brief discussion of the characteristics of hydration
water, an outline of the theory of NMR relaxation times with emphasis on the factors
relevant to the study of water, and final1y an extensive review covering the NMR
studies of the different water nuclei in various biological systems and in the damage
induced by y-irradiation in the aqueous medium. Different theories related to either
the structure of water in general, or to cell water in particular, have not been described
at any fength in this review. Several monographs have covered these subjects in
considerable detail (Ling, 1.962, 1969; cope, 1970; Kavanau, 1964; Eisenberg and
Kauzmann, 1969; Franks,1972-1975). A variety of physical techniques other than NMR
spectroscopy are also highly suitable for the study of the hydration of biological
macromolecules. A number of methods which have been applied to nucleic acidJ are ,
discussed explicitly in a recent article by Texter (1978).

I I .  HYDRATION WATER
Biological macromolecules induce a characteristic water structure in their close

vicinity due to weak macromolecular-water interactions. The solvent water molecules
interact with the solute species by electrostatic forces (dispersion and induction forces)
because of the high dipole moment of water, as well as through extensive hydrogen
bonding by virtue of the potentially available proton donor and proton accepting siies.
Consequently, macromolecules form a well-defined hydration layer in solution, in
hydrated fibres (DNA, collagen) and in all biological samples such as intracellular water,
tissues, muscle, and membrane. The water molecules contributing to the hvdration laver
are dynamically oriented and exhibit restricted motion due to a significant decrease in ,
the translational and rotational modes of motion caused by macromolecular-water :
interactions. As a result, the mgbility and the extent of ordering of hydration water i
molecules are distinctly different from those characterizing the fast and random motion
of the bulk water. Furthermore, the overall behaviour of water molecules in the hydration
layer is influenced by factors other than simple molecular interactions. Berendsen (1975)
has distinguished three aspects of hydration water: thermodynamic aspects, dynamic
aspects, and structural aspects. A complete description of hydration should necessarily
comprise all three aspects.

The NMR studies of water illustrate that certain coherent and cumulative orocesses
come into effect when biological macromolecules interact with water, either in solution
or in biological systems. These processes (outlined below) are favoured by the extended,
ordered, and complex structure of macromolecules (such as proteins and nucleic acids)
and they govern different dynamic states of the hydration water molecules. (1) The
restricted motion of water in different fractions of the hydration layer is not unifornr, ,
and all the dynamic modes of these water molecules cannot be described completely by
a single correlation time but require a distribution of correlation times. (4Th; diffusion
of water molecules in the hydration layer occurs in an anisotropic manner. (3) The
hydrogen bonded interactions between water molecules and ,"u"rul proton donor and
proton accepting groups of macromolecuies give rise to a continuous hydrogen bonded
path in the hydration layer. This process promotes enhanced proton transfer alone the
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The NMR studies of water in bioloeical svstems

nacromolecular chain in a continuous and an extensive path having a well-defined

structure.
From the temperature-dependent changes in the relaxation times of water protons,

the activation energy values of the order of 10.0 and 5.0kcal/mole were calculated for

the processes of proton transfer and diffusion, respectively (Berendsen and Migchelsen,

1966; Migchelsen and Berendsen, 1973; Mathur-De Vr6 et al., 1976). These processes

involve the breaking of two hydrogen bonds for the proton transfer and one hydrogen

bond for the diffusion process. In general, the hydrogen bonds are very sensitive to the

nature and orientation of groups interacting with water, and to small changes in the

temperature. Therefore, the relaxation processes that are influenced predominantly by
proton transfer in the hydrogen bonded patb are also expected to exhibit a characteristic

dependence on the above mentioned factors. When macromolecules are present in a

medium containing 2H2O and tHrO, the exchangeable or labile protons undergo

isotopic substitution by exchange. This leads to incorporation of 2H and 3H throughout

the system in preferential sites on the macromolecular chain. Furthermore, there is

evidence suggesting that the isotopic distribution in the hydration layer is not random.
At temperatures well below the freezing point of solvent, the hydration water molecuies

remain unfrozen or mobile on the NMR time scale. This phenomenon is distinctly
different from the physical processes such as freezing point depression and formation
of eutectic mixtures. For the macromoiecular solutions and all biological samples, the
NMR spectra of water observed between - 5 and - - 60'C arise from only a fraction
of the total water content, i.e. the hydration "water. From the temperature-dependent
changes in these spectra, activation energy values for the relaxation processes have
been calculated. In frozen samples, the extra-hydration layer water freezes to form a
rigid ice-like structure (as in free water) giving rise to a very broad signal. The area
under the water proton signals obtained from frozen solutions was shown to vary
linearly with the concentration of macromolecules (Kuntz et al., 1969; Mathur-De Vr6
et al., 1976). This indicates that the water NMR signals observed in frozen samples
arise from water associated with macromolecules. Kuntz and Kauzmann (1974) defined
hydration water as the unfrozen water. The poJential of this phenomenon for detailed
studies of the properties of water in biological systems was soon recognized. This
is evident from tle numerous examples cited in Section IV.

Franks (1971) has described water-protein interactions in solutions as illustrated
diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The A shell includes solvent molecules which are in the
neighbourhood of the protein side chains or the backbone. The motion of water
molecules in the primary hydration sphere (A shell) is determined by the motion of
protein molecules or their Tocalized groups. The iegion C represents the water molecules
that are unperturbed by macromolecules. Finally, "incompatibility of the hydrogen

Frc. 1- (Franks,1977)Diagrammatic representation of the protein environment in solution. The
protein can be regarded as a hydrodynamic sphere with a primary hydration shell A in which

the molecular motions are largely determined by those of the polar protein sites. C is the

unperturbed water "structute" and region B arises from the spatial and orientational mismatch
between recions A and C.
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Ftc. 2. (Packer, 1'977) A schematic iliustration of small-scale heterogeneity and various dynamic
plocesses which may be experienced by water molecules in such a system. The shaded regions
represent macromolecular structures characterized by dimensions d, x, y, etc., orientations d,, 0p
etc. with respect to an external fixed axis, and correlation times for tumblin& c.. watei
molecules free of the influence of the macromoiecules diffuse and rotate and exchange prorons
with characteristic times ra, x, a:fld 2,, respectively. water molecules interacting with the
macromolecule tumble anisotropically, this process being represented by a collective correlation
time zf and have a lifetime in this state designated by c'.. water molecules may diffuse from
one region to another, their lifetime in a given region being rd-d2l2D") whilst they exchange

protons with macromolecules with a lifetime zl.
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bonding in regions A and C" gives rise to the region B. Franks indicated that water
in regions A and B markedly influences the NMR spectra and contributes to the
unfrozen fraction. In other words, regions A and B represent the hydration layer, and
region C represents the extra-hydration water or the frozen fraction.

Berendsen (1975) defined the hydration of macromolecules in terms of speciflc and
nonspecific hydration. The interactions between water and specific binding sites on the
macromolecular chains result in specific hydration. Nonspecific hydration is the amount
of water affected by the macromolecules in such a manner that it exhibits slightly
lower rate of rotation than molecules in the bulk liquid state, and it also contributes
to the unfrozen fraction of water. The regions of specific and nonspecific hydration
may be compared with regions A and B in Fig. 1.

Packer (1977) has represented diagrammatically (see Fig. 2) different modes of motion
of dynamically oriented water near a macromolecular surface. Distribution of correlation
times for water protons arise because water molecules are subjected to largely diverse
dynamic processes as a result of their interactions with a variety of sites and groupl
constrained in different environments on the macromolecular chain. In Fig. 2, a and f
represent two components of a heterogeneous macromolecular surface, oriented by
and 0 p with respect to an external reference axis. Packer proposed that water molecules
near the macromolecular surface move in an anisotropic potential whose spati
properties remain unchanged during the reorientation of a water molecule; as a resuli
the anisotropic potential experienced by each water molecule is not averaged o
during its reorientation time. On the other hand, in liquid and bulk water the potenti
experienced by a molecule.at any instant is also anisotropic but its axis undergoes
rapid change during the reorientation of water molecules, consequently the eflects due
anisotropic potential are averaged out

I I I .  NMR AND ITS  APPL ICATION TO WATER STUDI .ES  . i
Several authors have discussed in detail the theory and techniques oflNMR'spectro:

scopy @msley et a1., 1965; canington and Mclachlan, 1969; Ferrar and Becker, 1971
Shaw, 1976). Therefore, in this section only the basic principles of the NMR
will be described briefly and concisely, with special emphasis on the relaxation processes;

1. Basic Concepts
A nucleus with spin 1 is characterued by a spin angular momentum and possesses

magnetic moment (p). In addition. a nucleus also has an electric quadrupole moment:i
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i f  I>1 '12 'For theNMRstud ieso f  water , thenuc ie io f  in te res tare :  p ro ton  ( I : l l 2 ) ,
deuteron (1 : 1), tritium (I 

,: 112), and oxygen ,rO 
e : 512).In the pr.r"o". of u furg.

rnagnetic field IIe, the nuclear e,nergy levels split into 2I * i states. The distribution of
spins between these energy levels attains thermal equilibrium with the lattice in such a
manner that the lower energy level has a slight "r".r, of spins. at .quiflurlo*-ifr"*'i,
no net transfer of spins.-However, in the presence of a ,."ond oscillating .uaiof..l,r.n"y
field Ht(w1(RF field) yh.ose mag:retic component is perpendicular to r{, the absorption
of energy occurs and induces spin transfer from the lower to the upper energy ievel,
provided -the frequency 

.(v) of oscillating field satisfles the resonance condition;
hv : gn7xHo; where gry is_ the nuclear g factor and 811 is nuclear magneton. This
phenomenon.gives rise to the nuclear resonance absorpiion signals. It is clear that the
process of spin transfer would eventually lead to u ,tui. of saiuration if there were no
teTaxation processes to re-establish the excess spin population in the lower level,
However, spins in the higher energy level can relax to ihe lo*., level by means of
relaxation processes that are induced by: (i) coupling interactions between the nuclear
spin and the local fluctuating fields arising fto- thermal motion of the lattice.(ii) molecular motion, (iii) proton exchange processes and (iv) puru-ug;.t; ";;H;
ultimate effects of the interactions (i)-(iii) on different 

'nrr"l"u, 
magnetic relaxation

processes are a function of the time scale and the nature of fluctuations in motion.
.Heyin 

lies.the basis of the application of the NMR relaxation times as a sensitive
tool Io monltor dynamlc processes.

The process of energy exchange between the magnetic nuclei and the lattice isknown as spin-lattice relaxation, designated by the tiire constant 11.In addition, themagnetic nuclei also interact with each other, therefore each nuclear magnet experiences
an additional small local field ,Fi'o" produced by the neighbouring nirclear -ugo"t*Only the nearest neighbours exert an important influence 6""uor" flr* falls off rapidlywith increasing distance. The spread of the steady magnetic field experienced by eachnucleus results in dipolar broadening. The spin-spin- interaction time constant T2represents the lifetime (or phase memory time) of a nuclear spin state. Tr and T2 arcalso defined as longitudinal and kansverse relaxation times, respectively. This followsfrom the fact that when the RF field applied initiary to a syitem of nuclear spins

llliT'-ll*,1f.:T,::::il'.?1-"11e*d along Ho_(M" "o*fo"."if returns exponentialty

relaxation in rotating frame corresponds to _the decay of ^u,[kt ration aligned alongHso at right angles to Hs,13th9r than along 116. Due to fast roiational and translationalrnotions persisting in the liquid state, thJlocal fluctuating fielJs of the surroundinglattice molecules are averaged thereby reducing the T1 
"."lu"utio1 

rates, while thea^veragin'8 of the dipolar coupling interactions between ,r.r"Li decreases the T2relaxationrates.
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.- In liquid samples very sharp water NMR signals are observed because magneticrnteractions are averaged to zero. Howevel, due to restricted motion in more rigidstates (e'g' frozen tuotpl"s, macromolecular-water interface) the fluctuating fields anddipolar interactions are not totally averaged,. their residual effects on the NMR spectra"" constitute a valuable source of informaion concerning the mechanisms of relaxationrates and molecular interactions. At low ternperatures, the averaging of dipolar andquadrupolar interactions is less effective because of reduced thermal motion, orientation,and orderins of water molecules. Ferrar and Becker (1971), and Frey et at. (1972)showed thaithe relaxation time ?1, T2 and T1o are sensitive to dynamic processesoccurring at different frequencies. For instance, T, is most sensitive to motions corres-
fl::3::9,::.the 

Larmor frequency @s: rH9, Tr, detects motions corresponding to RF
;;:",1;1rr. l1::1^To * 

exhibits sensitivity to.morions characterizei by frlquency' ,:^t-:1111".. ror' protons, Tr,Tro, and T2 were shown to be sensitive to motionioccurring-with frequencies of the order of 30MHz, 50kHz and 10H2, respectively(frey et al., 7972). Generalry, proton exchange processes contribute to T2 and r1o. High
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frequency processes affect both T1 and 72, but the low frequency processes (such as
chemical exchange and slow diffusion) influence mainly the T2 relaxation, causing T2 h
be much shorter than T1 provided aox") l.

The line broadening is an approximate measure of spin-spin relaxation time; ?,
may be obtained fiom the half-linewidth ( ll2) of the signals observed in the steady
state, LIf2:IlnTz. The relaxation times are measured accurately by the pulse
techniques; for a detailed discussion of the theory and experimental pulse techniques
one may refer to Ferrar and Becker (1971) and Shaw (1976). In this method a strong RF
field is applied for short durations, i.e. in pulses. The effects of pulses depend on their
magnitude and duration. The principle of the pulse method is that by applying either
an initial90'RF pulse M, is reduced to zero, or it is reversed by a 180'pulse. A second
pulse is used to tip M, into the xy plane where the exponential regrowth of magnetization
can be detected, and the relaxation time constants ?1 and T2 measured. T2 is generally
obtained by the "spin echo" experiment (Carr-Purcell method), i.e. by applying a 90"
pulse followed by a succession of 180' pulses. T1 can be measured by applying a series
of pulse sequences of the type 180'-r-90" or by monitoring the amplitude of the
induction decay signal M, following a 90" pulse. The advent of the pulsed Fourier
transform technique has greatly facilitated precise measurements of the relaxation times,
particularly of nuclei present in low quantities.

2. The Relaxation Rates

The relaxation rates of the water molecules are governed by two important factors:
(i) the strength of local magnetic interactions between water nuclei; (ii) the molecular
motion and proton exchange rates.

(i) The important interactions between water nuclei are: nuclear magnetic dipole-
dipole coupling (inter- and intramolecular), and nuclear quadrupole coupling for
deuterium and 17O. 

Quadrupole interactions result because the electric moment Q
interacts with the neighbouring electric field. gradient. Within the hydration layer, thei
magnetic interactions are partially averaged by specific processes depending on the
interactions of water with macromolecules such as proton transfer, dynamic orientation:
and diffusion of water molecules through regions of different orientations. Whereas, in
free or bulk water, motional averaging of magnetic interactions dominate the relaxation
behaviour.

(ii) The effects of molecular motion are generally incorporated into the theory of
nuclear magnetic relaxation in terms of the correlation time, (r").r" is considered as the
time taken by a molecule to translate through a molecular distance, or the average
time between molecular collisions for a molecule in its actual state of motion. For
fast motion, i.e. when llu*> @o, Tt and T2 are equal. For slow and restricted motion,
both Tr and T2 decrease and may not necessarily be identical as already mentioned
in the previous section. The nuclear spin relaxation times are sensitive to molecular
motions of 10-8-10-12sec. Water molecules tumble in liquid solutions at a rate of
about 10-12sec; this motion is considerably slowed down when water molecules.
interact with biologifal macromolecules in solution, in muscle, or in cells, but still falls
within the limits of NMR sensitivity. For example, the rotational motion of water
molecules associated by hydrogen bonds with polar groups on the macromoleculal
chains are reduced so that their correlation time is of the order of 10-6sec instead
of -10-12sec fcr the remaining water (Fung, I977a). Under the conditions of rapid
exchange between the hydration and bulk water in liquid solutions of macromolecules,
the observed relaxation rcte (1,17),," is given by:

(1 /T tLo" :Xr ( l lT ) r+  Xh( I lT lh  (1 , }

Even though the fraction of free water Xy is much greater than the fraction of
hydration water X6, the term Xh(IlT)h can still make an important contribution to.

(1/?r),o,, since (1/71)y, > $lTt)t because of the restricted motion of water molecules it
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sample is fast compared with the regional relaxation rates, then an average water
resonance sigral is observed (fast-exchange condition); on the other hand, if the
exchange rate is slow compared with relaxation rates in each site, then a resonance
signal cttaracteristic of water in each site may be observed (siow-exchange condition).

Assuming the motions involved in intramolecular relaxation, the following expressions
v/ere repoftedfor lfTy llT2 and lfTloin terms of the correlation time z (Finch and
Homer, 1974; Knispel et al.,1974;Belton et al., 1973; Fung and McGaughy,1974).

where cr;6 is the Larmor angular frequency in the constant magnetic field .I{o and is
related to the resonance frequency v6 by the relation aq :2nrs, crtl is the Larmor
frequency in the rotating frame in the presence of a RF field (H1), and C is a constant
having the form k'y4hl(I + l)111,6 for protons. A similar expression for deuteron 1/?r was
given where the constant C is equal to k"n2(1. + 7llZ)1e2qglh)2 (Fung et al.,I975a); y is
the gyromagnetic ratio, h:PTanck constant hf2n,rj is the internuclear distance,
etqQlh is the nuclear quadrupolar coupling constant, 4 is the asymmetry parameter,
and finally k' and k" are the numerical values. Both are nd cr.r1 are variable parameters.
It can be seen from eqns (2)-(4) that when @sx ) 1, information about r (and motion)
can be obtained by studying the c.rs dependence of relaxation times. In pure water, r is
very small (<10-tt sec) and @6? ( 1 even at very high rrs values, therefore T1 and T2
values are independent of the coo values.

Berendsen has shown that in the hydration layer of biopolymers, T2 can be related
to the diffrision of water molecules and the exchange lifetime of protons in the following
manner (Berendsen, 1975; Mathur-De Vr6 et al., 1976):

7lT2: (y2120)( H)2r, ,  (5)

where y is the proton gyromagnetic ratio; A.FI is the maximum splitting of the proton
resonance in the event that the biopolymer is completely aiigned with the magnetic
field, and x,:(6Dla2) * r*"lr,i D is the diffusion constant; c is the measure for the
length over which the macromolecules are oriented; and r"*"6 is the exchange lifetime
of a proton on the water molecule. It was shown that in frozen DNA solutions the
diffusion process determines the behaviour of T2 or (L112) at low temperatures, while
at higher temperatures the exchange rate dominates the relaxation process: where
(  I l2 ) :1 lnTz .

In free or bulk water. the rotational and translational motions of water molecuies
are strongly coupled, as a result the motion of water molecules can be defined by a
single correlation time (Eisenberg and Kauzmann, 1969). Whereas, in the hydration
layer the translational and rotational motions are no longer appreciably coupled due to
molecular interactions, restricted motion and ordering of water molecules. Under the
influence of the decoupling effect, the motion of the entire mass of water cannot be
expressed by a single correlation time but requires a distribution function. At temperatures
below the freezing point of the solvent, the molecules of unfrozen water in biological
samples have been treated as spherical molecules undergoing translational and rotational
motion, governed by a distribution of correlation times (Fung and McGaughy, 1974).The
normalized log-Gaussian distribution function is given by the relation:

/ ) " R r \
L l T r : C l , , L r  

" -  |
1r - cofrr2 1. + 4ulr2 )

/ \ - ) , \
1 l T 2 : c l 3 t + - - - -  + . : - l

\  1 l a f i r "  l - 1 4 a f i " )
/ ^

^ /  3 1  5 t  2 r  \
,  I  I  Lo:  L i  -  

-T 
:  

- - .  -  
n r  ; - - - . - - - ; - '

\ r - f  +c { r1 r - -  1 * r7 -  g4 r6V1 '

(2)

r1)

(4)

, .p.8.35/2_D,

d . -
g(t) : -+ x exp [-(a In t I tg)21.

,/ ftr
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The parameters 16 and a are temperature-dependent, rq is the median of distributi6n
and a is a parameter that determines the width of the distribution. The distribution si
correlation times leads to different frequency dependence of 71, T1o and T, frorn
that given by eqns (2)-(4).

At temperatures above the freezing point of water, the following distribution function
was suggested:

s'(r) : X x s(t1)+ (1 - X)a(r),

within the system of spins than between the surrounding lattice and the spin sys.tem ,,(Berendsen, 1975).

3. Dffision Constant
The self-diffusion coefficient is a measure of the interchange of identical molecules by ,

way of thermal movements. The difftrsion constant (D) of water can be evaluated
from the spin-echo decay of the NMR signals by applying a known magnetic field
gradient. Several authors have discussed in detail the NMR methods of ialculatins
the self-diffirsion constant of water in biological systems (Andrasko, 1976; packer,1973; ,
chang et al., 1972; Hazlewood et aI., Di[b; cleveland et al., 1976). Theoretically, the
contribution of diffusion to the spin-echo decay is given by the expression: ,

A(r, G) : exp | - 2 I 3y2 G2 D "t31,

where ,4(t, G) is the echo amplitude for a 90"-180' pulse separation r in the presence ,
of an applied field gradient G, y is the gyromagnetic ratio (cleveland et at-, 1976).

The interest in the theory and measurements of the diffusion constant of water in .
muscle and cel1 water has centred mainly on the following two objectives: (i) to study 1
the extent of-ordering of water molecules by comparing the self-diffusion constant of ,
water (H2O,'HzO) in various biological samples and in free water; (ii) to investigatei
any possible effects of diflusion of water molecules through the internal field gradients
(generated by the heterogeneity of the magnetic susceptibility in biological samples) .
o_n the relaxation processes of water nuclei (packer, 1973; Hazlewood et al., lgTl;
Chang et al-, 1972). Diffirsion of water in the hydration layer is an activation process in ,
which a mcilecule must attain sufficient energy to cross over a potential birrier; the '
values of (D) depend on molecular interactions in the system under consideration. ,i.l

4. A Comparison of Dffirent Water Nuclei
certain characteristic nuclear properties of proton, deuteron, tritium and, 17 o afi::

given in Table 1 (Emsley et al., 7965, p. 589). The relaxation of protons is influenced'
by inter- and intramolecular dipolar interactions; whereas, t-he ielaxation behavioul ,
of deuterium and 17O is dominated by the quadrupolar interactions. Glasel (1967) hast::
reported the following equations for relaxation rates of 1H,2H and 17O. 1

a)
where X : fraction of molecules at any instant having a log-Gaussian distribution of
the correlation times. Equation (7) signifies that above the freezing temperatures, each
water molecule spends part of its time behaving as isotropic water with a single correlation
timp.

The correlation between the motion of protons from the water molecules and from
macromolecules gives rise to the process of cross-relaxation or spin diffusion. The
observed relaxation rates of water protons can be influenced significantly by the
cross-relaxation rates. spin difrrsion occurs by way of mutual exchar-rge of spin
magnetization between water protons of the. hydration layer and protons oo ih,
macromolecular chain. The contribution of cross-relaxation becomes very important
under the conditions of slow molecular diffusion and when Tz4Tt lsuch asil;;;;
biological systems). Under these conditions, the energy exchanges much more rapidly

(e)
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wherez"iscorrelationtime;a: radiusofamolecule;D: microscopediffusioncoefficient;
and N : number density of molecules

- In walel,.deuterons ielax about lO-times faster than protons, and 17O nuclei relax
about 100-times faster than deuterons. Such fast relaxation rates of 17O rutirfv tL
slow-exchange condition in the studies of cell rut.r. wh;;;;;, ii g"rr"rut the relaxation
behaviour of protons and deuterons is governed by the fast-excf,ange conditi;;. i;;
spinrlattice relaxation time T1 for deuterons in iHro is governJd "";;i"i;ly by
rotational time of the individual 2Hro molecules; u. u ,"rirlt the 2H NtilR ;"ril;
detects the anisotropic motion of water. The dipolar interactions of water protons aresensitive to rotational and translational motion, proton exchange, and the presence ofparamagnetic centres in a given sample. The quadrupolar intJractions are higher in
magnitudethanthemagnetic dipolar interactions; therefore, for small changes in theiuclear
environment the deuteron relaxation times exhibit much greater sensitivity than the proton
relaxation times. However, the "NMR" sensitivity for thJ detection of deuteror, ,"rooun."
signal is much lower than for the proton signal (see Table 1). The NMR studies oftritiated water in biological systems should be favoured by high sensitivity to detect
lrltium 

resonance 
_(Table 1); eventually such measurements face a great drawbackoecause low quantities of 3H are required to be present in samples due to its radio-

1Lt_t:lt;,th. 
NMR spectroscopy of tritium has been developed and applied successfullyour{t8 the past few years mainly by the research group of Frofessor iirag" @loxsidglet a1.,1971; Al-Rawi et a1.,1974;Al-Rawi et al.,l9i5). 

'

IV .  THE NMR STUDIES oF wATER IN DIFFERENT BIoLoGICAL SYSTEMS

^,.{.Hflt 
variety of biological systems whose hydration properties have been investigateduv nvlK spectroscopy may be classified broadly into two groups on the basis oi the NIrAnspectra of water.

il
i
i
rii
j:
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Randomly oriented systems such as macromolecular solutions, cell suspensions,
muscle, tissues and membranes give rise to water proton and deuteron resonance
signals consisting of a single peak even at low temperatures in frozen samples.
oriented samples: the water spectra from oriented fibres of DNA ani collagen
appear either as a single broad resonance line or a signal split into fwo rii.r.
The characteristic feature of these spectra, which distinguishes them from tt e groui ,(1) spectra, is that the linewidth or the splitting of proion and deurcron resonance ;

solutions by measuring the relaxation times, using the spin-echo technique. They also rinterpreted the results in terms of firmly bound hydiation ,h"ll, lnoo-.otational binding) ,:
and rotationally bound water (freedom of movement as in free water). Lower io.rlc strengih
was found to favour an increase in the hydration of DNA (Lubas and wilczok , r97a).

1 .

L .

signals are a function of the orientation of ,u-pl". with respect to the magnetic field,

l. Randomly Oriented Systems
(a) Biopolymer solutions and hydrated proteins

The initial efforts to study water by NMR had shown that the water signal frory1
DNA solutions was much broader than the signal from pure water. In order Io explain
these results, Jacobsen et at. (1954) proposed that line-broadening was due to;rrcreaseJ
ordering in the water structure and the formation of hydrati'on shells near DNA .
This early concept of hydration water in terms of a static model describing shells oiwater molecules near macromolecules proved inadequate. The current theories and theproposed modeis for water in macromolecular solutions or in different biological systems rconsider hydration water in terms of dynamic processes. Several examples of dynamic ,models of water in hyd_rated biological systems are discussed in different ,""tLrs oi,this article. Lubas and wilczok (1966, tiel, olts studied the hydration of DNA in,,

Further studies revealed that the relaxation behaviour of water was characterizeO Uy,,
l*^":::?r,-:Ji"i ,1d" strucrure of different biopolvmers in sorution. Giasel osiol'.'"i-l1"r"eiil'#;l
T:919: 9:.l.Ott"g. 

the deuteron.magnetic relaxarion-of water at 31jC. r'n" ioffo*t"g :polymers were studied: poly(r-glutamic acid), poly(r-lysine), poly(adenylic acidipoly(uridylic acid), poly(metlaciyric acid), porlvinyrox atoridinone methyr), andpoly(vinylpyrrolidone). He gave the following eqtation for the observed ;;hr";;;
rate under the fast-exchange condition:

(1/Tt),u, : {l I T)r,* * CaKto, (1 3)
where: (1/TrLo, is the measured relaxation rate for solutions; (rlTr)r*"is the relaxation,
rate for pure solvent; C is the concentration of the polymer j , ir tii" ti-r-i"a"p""Jr"t
weight of water associated per gram of polymer; r ir tn" quadrupole coupling term;,and ro is the rotational reorientation time of water molecules u..o"iutii witrr iil. p-"rvrr.r.
Straight line plots of (1/71).6" - (IlTr)n*vs C were observed. ,:

In this work, the importance of polymer-water interactions by hydrogen bonding waspointed out; for example, poly(U) did not show any interaction, wherlas strong Inter-action was recorded for^ poly(A) and poiy(r,-glutamic acid). It was observed that"s;ng
water interactions were favoured by the stable topology of polymers.

The magnetic field dependence of the relaxation rates oi p-tonr, deuterons, and 17o
nuclei of water (termed as relaxation dispersion) was investigated in detail for a variety l
o-f proteins in liquid solutions (Hallenga and Koenig 1976;{oenig and Schillinge r, l96i;Koenig et a1.,1975: Koenig et a1.,197g; Grcisch and Noack, 1972). Koenig et-at.'(1975)
:1,"T9 

that for.lyso zyme and, haemocyanin solutions, the relaxation dispJrsion roi tg, ,-rr and ''u nuclel of water were essentially the same. In general, these authors observed.that the plots of 1lT1 -vs,Fr6 for tF',,H and 17o showln inflexion at a value of Ho :that corresponds to the Larmor frequency v" given by the ,"tutiorr-u": firilia",where ta is the rotational relaxation tims of the protein molecule. It was" pioporrithat the correlation time for orientation of water molecules in the neighbouihood of
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The NMR studies of water in biological systems

protein macromolecules was determined by the Brownian motion (tumbling rate) of
macromolecules. A hydrodynamic mechanism describing a small transfer of the protein
,1, to the solvent molecules was considered to be the common cause for the observed
dispersion in T1 for all three nuclei. By studying the dispersion behaviour of protein
solutions in partially deuterated water, Koenig et aI. (1.978) were led to conclude that
cross-relaxation between solvent and solute protons makes an important contribution
to the proton relaxation rates, but not to the deuteron relaxation rates of water. The
rate of cross-relaxation between protein and solvent protons shows a similar dispersion
behaviour as the T1 relaxation rates. Proton transfer between water protons and the
titrable groups on the protein surface was suggested as a possible mechanism for the

oss-relaxation, and the cross-relaxation term was shown to be proportional to the
protein-solvent interface. A detailed description of the cross:relaxation effects within
proteins is given by Kalk and Berendsen (1976), Sykes er al. (1978). The exchange of
spin-magnetization was considered to occur at a rate faster than the rate of spin-lattice
relaxation of protons.

Finally, Grcjsch and Noack (I976) interpreted the frequency-dependent changes of the
proton relaxation rates (71, T) of BSA solutions in terms of a three-state model for
water in protein solutions.

The original work of Kuntz et al. (1969) showed that when solutions of proteins or
nucleic acids were frozen, a relatively sharp and distinct signal was observed from
hydration water at temperatures as low as - 35"C. The area under this signal gave a
measure of the unfrozen water. The activation energy values of the processes influencing
the relaxation tates were calculated from the temperature-dependent changes in the
linewidth of water signal. These interesting observations reported by Kuntz et al. were
immediately elaborated and applied by several groups of workers for studying extensively
the hydration water characteristics in different biological systems. Using the same
procedure, Kuntz (197ra,b) investigated the hydration of several polypeptides. He
demonstrated that the linewidth of water signals observed in frozen solutions was very
sensitive to the polypeptide conformation. All those systems known to be in random
coils at room temperature exhibited sharper lines than the corresponding systems in the
helical conformafion. Kuntz indicated that the hydration of globular proteins could be
estimated from the hydration of appropriate polypeptides, but the linewidth of water
signal could not be calculated from the amino acid composition. The results of Mathur-De
Yft et aI. (1975) have shown clearly that the nature and structure of polynucleotides:
poly(A), poly(U), poly(C) and their complexes: poly(A * U), poly(A + 2U) and poly(AH+)
exert a marked influence on the linewidth of water proton signals in frozen solutions
( Il2)-s'. The formation of double-stranded helical complexes from single-stranded
polynucleotides is accompanied by a large increase in the (Lrl2)-s" values. This
observation was explained by considering that proton transfer in the hydration layer of
polynucleotides decreases due to the formation of inter-chain links in the complexes.
The increase in the rigidity of the macromolecular structure accompanying the formation
of complexes is expected to influence the water spectra when measuiements are performed
in the liquid state. The NMR studies of frozen macromolecular solutions show clearly
that the diffusion motion, proton trarisfer, and macromolecular-water interactions are
important factors influencing the relaxation behaviour of hydration warer prorons.
. The wide-line proton magnetic resonance spectra of ribonuclease and BSA were studied
m the hydrated and vacuum dried states over the temperature range of - 140 to*^180"C (Blears and Danyluk, 1968). Considerabie translational and rotational motioh
oI water was shown to persist at such low temperatures by comparing the second
moment of ice with that of water in proteins. The hydration of ribonuclease and total
ribosomal RNA, as studied from the water spectr a at -35oc, was found to increase
steadily as a 70S particle was successively broken into smaller and more expanded
Iragments (white et al., 1972). Fuller and Brey (1968) reported the NMR spectra of
water sorbed on serum albumin as a function of temperature and water content.
They explained that sorbed water could exist in different siates depending on the water
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content: water up to T5mglgprotein represented_water strongly bonded to polar groupsof the protein, the "primary 
water". The NMR signar fro-m the pnmary laler wnqstrongly influenced by the protein-water interactiins, further addition resulted t^strongly hydrogen bonded water to the.primary layer which ir -.;;;ilil:il ;1'

lf;1:i,"jl;*::"i:::11,i,^.T?1":"_f; *i,r, 1ffi,"f *o B in Fig 1 rrr,,amount of water strongry bound to a sorid protein is-ress rh;^;; ilr'o?"i,"'T

:l1;*:*:,,yT^*1,:111,.."1u11,io",.:y*, .or tn" piotJ erastin (rigamentunnuchae of mature beef) soaked in excess 'Hro-rh;wJ ;;;;" ffi;";J'?"i1,'ili,XT '
iJLr;1"1r,_Hl,t;:"T:.:"1,-,1"*,li:1" theieby ,"ee",,*J-,hi' "",,t",,". of distinct;regions of water in the sample. These are: water contai"io *ittin ;;;":,'jrlol.

l:"Ii::i#f::l111i,9: Tll ,l::lt:rhe hrdratio*;i;i;.* is particurarry importanriin rendering it rubberlike properties (Ellis and packer, 1976). H'i;ffi ilil?(r#istudied the relaxation times.of hydrated lysozyme powder as a function of temperaturjand water content. A model based on cross_relaxation was found trthe behaviour of proton relaxation rates. 
tvr'd'\'auon was lound to account satisfactorily

(b) Effects of y-irradiation on hydration water
When biologicai systems are subjected to 7-irradiation, the induced radiation damaseis known to localize o1tl" DNA moiecule (Brok and Loman, lg.z; r^rii;";"I ;:;a full understanding of the radiation effects.on DNA in an aqueous medium bnd the

::l:.::,::l::_:,^fl:]:::lT l"l"r .in mediatins th. ;";;dr-iJiug., it is essentiar tostudy the effects of irradiation on the characteiistics of hydrati"#;; ;;:;,[A;:,molecular-water interactions, on water mobility and proton trunu.. do;g fi;I;;.ffi;
lir;l :j"::',y.:::ylqi,b".:lh:_:tr:o19i y_rr,uaiu,io,, on iie r,yoration water of ,
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DNA and poiynucleotides in H2O, ,HrO, X%Hroly%2Hz1:s;;e;i;ffi;Hl;
by Mathur-De vr6 et ar' (1976), Maihur-De vr6 ani Bertinchamps (r977a,b). Thesolutions were irradiated at 0, - g0, and - rg6"c, and the linewidth of the waterproton NMR signals was measured from -5 to -45.c. It is known rtu, *t.r, uqr;;;;solutions are subjected to 7-irradiation, free radicals are generated that are stable at lowtemperatures but decay rapidly at about 0"c. The soiutions irradiated at _ g0 and- 196"c were thawed at 0 to + 5'c and refrozen before the NMR measurements.This process curtailed the possible line-broadening effects of paramagnetic free radicalstrapped in the frozen irradiared sorutions, on the rinewidth "f *;;;;"il;i, 

";;r#

lrom the irradiated solutions below _ 5.C.

.^ll_,:::^r.n:yl,Or j:Tpu.'n.s tinewidths at _5oC, that the irradiation of DNAsolutions at 0 and - 80'c resurted in a decrease in rinewidth "f *;;;;;;;; ;r-#;compared with that of the corresponding non-irradiated solution; furthermorq theobserved decrease was greater when irradiaiion was performed at - g0.c. No significantchange in linewidth was recorded after irradiating the solutions i, - ltla"c,by irradiatingthe dry solid (at - 195'c) before dissolution, or by sonication oi the DNA solutions. Aninteresting observation was that irradiation at 0.c of pory(A t.u)""* ;;i;A;;;jcomplexes resulted in a large.broadening whereas -o"h'.h'urier signals were observed

lffiifi il:#:,ffi :.xll?.T*.;ils:i,".':::4,-*:i*'l'ruii''i*g--;urgfly moDlle' and the segments of macromolecular chains possess considerable flexibility.
Il*::-,:::tles"at 

-80o9, jh" hvdration water remains unfrozen and mobile butlthe bulk water is frozen a',d the segmental moblity of the -"";;;;;;"1'""ili"r'lr,rrestricted' consequently, when the soiutions of macromolecules ;;" ;;*"0 "ri11li.""i.temperatures, the process of either radiation.induced cross-r*nru^", l"p"#;;';f ,h;'

::if,f::::::-*-t':yj1'l-:l r"'": p'otg,'. signars t' l;;;;;,, o,';";;;|i,,',dominates depending on the dynamic states of the hydratio" und;;;;#'fjiJ"#:;and on the flexibility of the segments of the macromolecotu, "trulor, favoured underthe conditions of irradiation. It was suggested that the striting liff"r"o"", observed inthe hydration water proton spectra after y-irradiutiott r"r" Gtg"ry due to important
*:^t^.: ]: :f T-]-r:n 

transfer atongthe hydration layer resultirrg ?rorn the modifications
:i
il
ii
'.!

induced in the structure of macromilecules.
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The NMR studies of water in biological systems
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The NMR studies of water in frozen samples proved to be a very informative

method in revealing that hydration water molecuies make a distinct contribution in

mediating the overall radiation-induced damage to the structure - of DNA and

Polynucleotides in solution

(c) Muscles and tissues

Considerable evidence has accumulated leading to the general conclusion that water
in muscles and tissues exists in more than one fraction, and that fast exchange of water
molecules occurs between different regions. One of the fractions has been assigned to a
well-defined and ordered water phasJ. In addition, it was affirmecl that the mc'tion of
all the water molecules cannot be described satisfactorily by a single correlation time.

the modificatto
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In general, the relaxation times and the diflusion constant for muscle
to be reduced with respect to the vaiues for pure water. The values
systems are included inTable2.

Bratton et al. (1965) postulated a two-state model for water in muscle. Hazlewos6
et al' (1969) concluded that at least two ordered phases of water (major and minort
exist in muscle; water molecules in the major phas- were considered to exhibit d;Jmotional freedom than in the minor phase and exchange rapidly with free rvat"r. 

-Coot,

and wien (1971) fitted their data of T1 and ?2 measurements 1::"c; on live rrro*i,
fibres with a modei in which 4-5\ of the total water was associated wittr prot.ins
and represented the fraction with fast relaxation rate, while the bulk of the water
inside a muscle was considered to be free. It was suggested that fast exchange "f ;;;;
protons could occur between these two phases. Three-state models for watei i" *ur.f,
were proposed by Hazlewood er al. (1974b) and by Belton et al. (1972). 

'

Deuteron magnetic resonance studies of Cope (1969) also indicaied the existence 61two distinct fractions of tissue water in muscle and brain of adult rats. He rugg.r,j
that each fraction may be composed of multiple subfractions. The 17o sf;; ;ifi;;i;
in frog skeletal muscle has further provided evidence in favour of the ristricteO motion
in muscle water as compared with pure water (swift and Barr, 1973). ln b"rh ;h;;
studies, the reported T2 and T, values were found to be much smaller than the valuei
for pure water (71 : T), see Table 2.

In an attempt to describe the relaxation behaviour of water in muscles, tissues and
cells, most authors explained the observed shortening of relaxation times by "onriO.ring
the existence of an ordered phase of water. In this phase, the motionai freedom olindividual water molecules is restricted by their interactions with cellular macro-
molecules reducing the relaxation time (Hazlewood et a1., 1969; Hazlewood et aI., 1,.971;
Hazlewood et aI., !914b). Hansen and Lawson (1970) and Hansen (1971) pointed out thai
the line-broadening was induced, at least partially, by diffusion of water molecules
through microscopic magnetic field furhomogeneiiies present in the heterogeneous
samples. cooke and wien (1971) measured Tr and, T2 for solutions of F-aciin and
G-actin. These authors reported a decrease in the T2 uul.,.. when actin solutions were
polymerized, and they emphasized that diffusion through increased magnetic field,
heterogeneity contributes significantly to the relaxation behaviour of water. Cbang et al.'

(Edzes and Samulskl, l97B).

(1972)have contested the discussion of Hansen and Lawson; Chang et at. (1972) argued
that unusually large values of the local field inhomogeneity must be assumed in order ,
that the proposed mechanism be effective. On the tasis of the detailed calculations,
Packer (1973) concluded that the effects of diffusion of water through inhomogeneous
internal field gradients in striated muscle were negligibie. He point"d out aialogies
between the effects of restricted diffusion, the motionit nu.rolviig;i;";;;;'fi;r,
and diffusion through periodically heterogeneous and structured Jystems. yet anothei,
mechanism describing the water relaxation rates was proposed based on the effects of
cross-relaxation between the water protons and macrornolecular protons of muscle

water were fouq4
for a few selectq

Ratkovi6 and Sinadin ovi6 (1977) investigated the relaxation times for water protons
in, tissues of the thyroid glands of rats. they obtained evidence indicating drat the
relaxation times decrease (as compared with free water) by long-range inter-actions of
water with macromolecules and the effects of compartmentalizatiln, rather than due to
diffusion of water through the microscopic magnetic field inhomogeneity inside the
sample' It may be important to differentiate between the physical compartmen talizalron
of water in macroscopic regions of complex biological rropt"r and the distinguishable
fractions of water structured at the molecular level. Both these phenomena may produce
similar effects on the relaxation rates of water nuclei.

Hazlewood et al- (1974b) demonstrated, by decomposing the spin-echo decay curvesat24C, that at least three distinguishable fractions of walr-protons were required to
fit the data for skeletal muscle: water associated with macromolecules represents
approximately 8% of the total tissue water and it does not exchange rapidiy with
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the remaining intracelluiar water (T2 less than 5 msec), myoplasm fraction 821

17. :45msec), .*,ru""iloiu, space -io% Q': 196msec)' T2 ̂ of 
pure water or Ringer's

l^i,.;^,.l - 'l .6 sec. These authors showed that water in different fractions did not exchange
5 U I u " ' " - -

rapidly and consloer"J th" possibility that each fraction may be composed of fast-

exchanging sub-Iractrons. Hazlewoo d et al- (lg'74b), and Belton et al' (19-12) attributed

the fastest relaxing liaction to the closely to,,ttd-water: three fractions detected by

B e l t o n e t a l . c o r r e s p o n d t o ? 2 v a l u e s o f 2 5 0 , 4 0 a n d g m s e g r e s p e c t i v e l y . T h i s
interpretation has since been contested by Foster et aI' (1976) and Fung (1977b); both

these groups of workers have postulated that the fastest relaxing fraction (4-9 msec) of

Drotons arises from ttre nonrigla protons of macromolecules rather than from "bound"

vater were found
rr a few selected. ,
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t o 3

Frc. 3. (KnisPel er al.,

-fit; 
relaxation studies perforrned at a.single frequency furnished ample evidence to

show that water in *orrL, and tissues ls n"ot homogen"o"s but exists in more than

one fraction. Further ,r.* and revealing details about the dynamic states of water, e'g'

distribution of correlation times and dispersion of proton relaxation rates, were brought

into evidence by careful measurements of the refuxation times over a wide range of

frequencyandatvari"dtemperatures.outhredandGeorge(|973a,b)described"T^",1"^1
for analysing the frequffi-dependent behaviour of reiaxation rates' They analysed

the distribution of corielation tirnes for toad muscle water from measurements at three

f r e q u e n c i e s : 2 . 3 , 8 . g a n d 3 0 M H z ( 1 9 7 3 b ) . A v e r y c l e a r a n d d e t a i l e d t r e a t m e n t o f t h e
dispersion of water pr;;; spin-tattice relaxation-times T1 and r1, at 25"c for selected

mouse tissues was given by Knispel et at. (1g14).tfhe dispersion (frequency dependence

of relaxation times) of ?ro was attributedto proton exchange between water moiecules'

whereas the ma.ior contribirtion to Tr came from processes such as.molecular rotational and

translational diffusion. The correlaiion times for "x"hange, mo-lecular rotation and fast

diffusion processes;;"';;;;^;;'1'* ntu,2 x 10-t and -10-10sec' Figure 3 shows

the dispersion of the totairelaxation for muscle water' In a subsequent paper' Diegel and

Pin tar (1975b) recogn izedtheexchangeprocessasar is ing . f romthes low-exchange
dif fusionofwatermoleculesbetweenthehydrat ionlaye.r?lg.I i=waterarrdnotfrom
the exchange of protons as discussed earlier irnispet et al., r974;.Thompson et al', 1973)'

Figure 4 illustrates different relaxation pto""t* di."u"td by Diegel and Pintar (1975b)'

one may compare;;6;;c states of Hzo molecules_participating in the slow-

exchange diffusion und ondergoing slow r"oriiotutioo as deflned by Diegel and Pintar'

with the water molecules designated by the lifetime ln and r", respectively' in Packer's

diagram (see Fig.2).
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1974) Dispersion of T1 and T1o in samples of mou'se muscle
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McGaughy (1974) and Fung et al. (1975a) supported a two-phasd model: one lhase,exhibiting a distribution of correlation times (the unfrozen fraction) and the other riiith a ,
single correlation time (the frozen fraction). It may be nored that a ,ilii;, ;;l"l ;r,
also proposed by Finch and Homer (1974) from the resuhs obtained "uo". o;c tJit.ur"ain the previous section). Of the various models suggested to describe the state of watet ,
in muscle (and other biological systems), this modet accounts in thl -"ti *,irr".-yl
manner the behaviour of water. contrary to cope (1969), Fdng er c/. conclude d that
all the 2Hro was ':NMR- visible. oun and Derbyshire (igl+) it o reported a complex,

ro oo<<lrT,-rrl s

t r l
L o f t i c e

Ftc' 4. (Diegei and Pintar, 1975b) The three relaxation processes and their contribution to the
high field and the rotating field Zeeman relaxation. 

-The 
numerical values shown for the

relaxation rates are approximative.

Finch and Homer (1974) reported the values of 4, T2 and, 7.1, for frog muscls,
water protons at different temperatures above 0'C and over a wide range of ft"qu.n.y. ,
They obtained a distribution of correlation times for muscle water, ranging from - 10-'i .
to -10-11sec- The results were interpreted in terms of exchange of"wa"ter -1f"Jo.
between two fractions: one with a distribution of different degreei of restricted ;"6; ,and the other with unrestricted motion like ordinary water eTn.Fung (1977a;; ,n*ruirl ,T1 of water protons in mouse muscle in the frequency range from ton-to 108H2, "rJiirr,,
deuteron T1 from 2.0 x 103 to 1.54 x 101H2. He proposed relaxation -*tr"rir.r iir..
hydration water protons and deuterons based on the observed frequency "rJ;;;;;;"i"rr. .
dependent behaviour of relaxation times above 0oC, and the isotope substitution eflects'l(discussed in a subsequent section). ,,

The NMR studies of muscle water performed on frozen samples have revealedi
that the unfrozen fraction of water is characterized by the frequency-dlpendent variations i
of relaxation times. From the pulsed NMR measurements of the transverse relaxation
times of water protons in striated frog muscle, Belton et at. (1972) rfr"r.O tfr"t ii,
bound water did not freeze; as a result, below -i to' -td.c iu"", zoy]"i ,rrr.
signal was observed. In another paper, Belton et al. (1973) investigated in detail the
spin-lattice relaxation times and the dynamics of the unfrozen friction of *ut., in
m1sc1e at two frequencies (30 and 60 MHz) and over a wide range of temperature ( irO to .-75'C). A distribution of correlation times was indicated for ihe unf.ozen *ut"r. fung,
and McGaughy (197q measured the relaxation times of water in rat gastrocnemiui
muscle at frequencies ranging from 4.5 to 60MHz at -t31to -70"C. Th; i;""rr., or
H2o and 2Hro for muscle and liver were also reported at different f;;q;*;;;;--;
in the temperature range *37 to -70'c (Fung er ur., r975a). I" ,u;;i;; ",-*u-,
keenng temperatures, the unfrozen fraction of water was shown to exhibit a distribution ::
of correlation times; whilg above -8'C a single correlation time r"r "Ur"r""J',"frl*i
was short enough to render T1 independent offrequency. Based on these results, nung and .
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The NMR studies of water in biologicai systems

behaviour of relaxation times (Tr, Tr, T1o) of the bound or unfrozen fraction of
water in ftozen Porcine muscle.
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several authors have demonstrated that the water content of muscles and tissues
exerts a determining role on the relaxation behaviour of water nuclei observed in a
vaiety of samples. cooke and wien (1971) measured ?1 and T2 of partially hylr;i";
various muscle proteins by the pulsed spin-echo technique. The rela-xation times decreased
as the rutio of water to protein decreasid, and. r I Tl was found to fe atectty proportional
to the protein concentration. Fung (1977c) me-asured T1 of water protons for dehydrated
mouse muscle at three frequencies (5, 30, 100 MHz) down to u"iy to* water contents.
41.i11.11'::,,t::.:^1"T1:l,1-9"**:"1r 11 values *iih a""r.urinf ,iut", content (x) wasoh.l-ul9:r:1::"llranincreasein Tl ar very low contents (x i?di ffi;ilil'rrl#"
may have artsen because of a change in the structure of hydration tayer it low water,,'.t 'contents.

':r' Belton and Packer (1974) undertook a detailed study of the elfects of water content
,, on the water proton relaxation times T1 and, T.2. The stepwise dehydration of a _"r.r"'t was found to correlate with changes in the transverse ielaxation times in a manner
,,' ln:::li*r:j"3..1*Ti=,:rth".i;.scre rouo*"Juyi;hrd,;;" was arso investigated.

A very important contribution of this experiment *u, io rh"; ;;;;*;;;T;;';r1unfrozen" water for fresh and rehydrated muscles is the same, but the relaxation
. 9*^11]:r:"i1-t:I__r:*p:ratures. 

is..quite differenr in these two cases. The fact that the
it 11"^11 ̂ ":^Tt::,:r 

water is similar in the two cases reflects that it depends ", tr,"
, :lT.^"-,i:,:".J:T1 111,, ?", 

the state .of macromolecules in muscle. However, the'difference in the relaxation behaviour arises from marked changes in the distribution.,of ,water in different fractions. 
- ----'

An interesting study making use of the correlation between the water content and
T?]."1?r 

times- was conducted to investigate the action of cholera toxin (rJdan et: ar.,1975)' These authors measured the water content and T1 and T2 values from the controland cholera-infected small intestinal tissues of rats. Ii was found that the relaxationtimes qf water in cholera-infected tissues were longer and the tissue hydration wasgreater than in control tissue samples:

Control Cholera

Percentage of tissue water
?1 (msec)

:
l2  (msec)

79.49% 84.s2%
521.22 667.96

+69 .5  +  rq  ?s
62.34 80.35

+9.59 +21.46

The abovementioned results suggest that cholera-treated tissues exhibit greater motionalfreedom of water than the- "ontiil ru;;i";. This observation was considered to supportthe general view that cholera enterotoxin acts by influencing the intracellular protein-water interactions. qiving rise to increased hydration. As a result, the permeability of' 
cells to water is incrJased, leading to enhanced secretory activityof small intestines.
.. The importance of the relatio-nship between water content of muscles and differenttissues, and the relaxation times for "rptuining the increase in T1 when tumours developull be discussed in a subsequent section.

"^o,u"ty important contribution of the NMR studies of water in tissues and musclesnas been to reveal that the relaxation rates of water nuclei can be correlated withthe actual state of muscle caused by strain and death. Bratton et at. (1965) reportedthat ?z of muscle water protons increased with contraction and exhaustion, whereas?r 
^remained insensitive io. "nuog". in ?e state. They exprained that T2 increased

,T::::: l-h: 
rl,"F.. in tension re'ieased 20r or water;'pari oi trr" bound water was

I'r.dseo reversrblv during isometric contraction and irreversibly in death. Chan g et ;.(1976) studied the relaxa"ti"; ;il;;i;;; protons in skeretai muscle (gastrocnemius)at different time intervals after taking iit"-ru-pr" from the animal. They obtained two

r reported a co
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Ftc. 5. (Belton and Packer, 1974) The variation of the transverse relaxation behaviour of the
water protons in frog gastrocnemius muscle as a function of water content at -300K. The
measurements wete made using a Carr*Purcell/Gil1-Meiboon pulse sequence and the symbols
correspond to different water contents which, relative to that of fresh muscie taken as 700/", are:

a 100%, + 54%, A 18%, O 10%, f 6%. Not all the measured points are shown for claiity.

relaxation times: Trn and Tte. Ttn (characterized by the slow relaxation rate) wasr
influenced by the early post-mortem changes, and its value increased with time after'i
the removal of tissues from the muscle. Trz (representing the weighted average of all
water protons) remained practically unchanged with the lapse of time. These authors
stated that cellular water molecules "recognize" a change of environment as the physio- :
logical state of cells undergoes a change. Furthermore, post-mortem chang"i were,i
observed to be relatively slow, taking about 4hr for completion. Hazlewoo a et at. (tglt)
classified T1 and T2 of water (28'C) as a function of age. The muscles from animals
less than 10 days old were defined as immature muscles, and those from animals greater
than 40 days old were considered as mature muscles. The followinq relaxation times
were reported:

T1 (sec) T2 (sec)

Immature muscle
Mature muscle

1.206 + 0.055 0.t27 + 0.69
0.723 + 0.049 0.047 + 0.004

r i

: ;
: l j

. i
rl
l-i

It was proposed that the fraction of ordered water increased in the post-natal developmenl
of muscle. They also suggested that the extent of ordering of muscle water tends to
increase with maturation of muscles. l

By plotting the amplitude of the spin-echo train of water protons of mouse muscle,i
(at 37"C) as a function of time, Fung (1977b) observed that the decay curve wasj
exponential soon after the dissection, but with time it changed into a non-exponential ,
curve during the first 40 min as illustrated in Fig. 6. On the contrary, for brain tissues .
very little change in the spin-echo decay curves at 37"C was observed durine thej
first hour after death. He concluded that changes in the relaxation times of hydiatiot'.
water protons observed after death were caused by changes in the conformation of,
muscle proteins, rather than by a rapid redistribution of water in different parts of theJ
tissue. shporer et al. (1976) showed that the relaxation of r7o from H217o in rati
lymphocytes was non-exponential in the fresh state but became exponential after cell
death. Contrary to the opinion of Fung, Shporer et al. suggested that necrosis could
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The NMR studies of water in biological systems
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rH spin-echo data for mouse water at 3\"c.The initial intensities arenot included because the contribution from organic protons is not negligibie. (A) 5min,', 
, I 

(B) lomin, (C) 3omin.

''' 
lead to mixing of water in different compartments of water in tissues, or between nuclear

: , lnd cytoplasmic water.
, . The 

r:ry:ti9. moment of deuteron is much smailer than the magnetic moment ofprotons (Table 1) this 
:uu:..t reduced dipolar coupling int"ru"tion, between protons anddeuterons as compared with proton utd p.oton. Thirefore, it is expecteoirr"i-p"rt*r

substitution of H2o by 2Hro in a system should result in ,h*p", warer proton signars.
, such a behaviour is observed in free water. For water in striated muscle "ii.;;civan and shporer (tlzs)"19n9rted that T1 of water protons was unallected after partial', 'substitution of Hzo. by.'\ro.Resing et at. (1977-) ana rung (r977a) also reportedthat deuterium substitution had very little effect on the relaxatioi, ti-". of muscle water.'' 

Fung explained this isotope substitution effect by "o.rsiaering that the major relaxationrnechanism is the intermolecular dipole-dipole coupling literaction, between waterprotons in the hydration layer and piotons in the relativiy immobile macromolecules,assisted by the slow water diffusion of the-type defined by rnispet et ar. (1974), and,' 
Pt:g"l and Pintar (lg7 sb)'The importance of cross-relaxation in explaining the relaxationbehaviour.of water protons in irotein solutions and in "oitug"n has been discussedelsewhere (see sections II rtO and rY 2(a). rn addition, it was observed that for DNAand pollrrucleotide solutions :rr-jF.zol2[2b solvents of various compositions, unlike at+5oc, in each case the linewidth at -s"c was indepen;";t;i the H2olzH2o com-
f:i::l 

but dependent on the nature of macromoleculei. Furthermore, for DNA solutionsDetween -5 and -35oc, the temperature-dependence of the tinewidth of water protonsignal decreased with increasing'2Ezo content (Mathur-De vre and Bertinchamps,1977a'b)' These results could be 6etteiexplained by taking into account the influence ofcross-relaxation and indicate that dipolai interactions betiveen macromolecular protonsand water protons dominate the T2 pro""r, of unfrozen water. Furthermore, civan and
lloj*' 

(tsts), and Civan "t or. i6iet;;;; r;;."d',i,"'i"n"*,ng importanr resurtsIrom a-comparative study of the three nuclei^(1}i, tH, rlo) i" -"r"r" water. (i) The ?1relaxation rates of t'a, tH and 1H nuclei of muscle-water ,*hiut identical frequencydependence. (ii) The raj!o.(7.1)"ul(T,t; ;f muscle. water and pure water are closelystmilar while the *'i:lT')'rlai;j';;;r;; water is 2.l-times sreater than for muscrewater' (iii) The ratio (Tr)rtfri f;r;i u-"olrr was found to b"'in the range of 9_11,whereas this ratio for 17o was uppro*r,,'ut"ryl.s-ib. it"o]a"l""rr-*e motion between asmall immobilized fraction u"a u iurg. i;;;;;" of free water was proposed.
ld) Membranes and cell water

The erythrocvte membrane-- is highly permeable to water, this results in a fastexchange between water in "elts aoipiariu 1.*"tru.rge time of the order of 10msec).
r.PJ. 35/2_E

hat necrosis
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The NMR technique is particularly fitting for studying such fast-exchange processes.
Water molecules present in these two compartments are constrained in widely different
environments. Consequently, each type of water exhibits a characteristic and distinct
relaxation behaviour. The use of Mn2 + in these systerns has proved to be of particulq
value for the following two reasons: (i) in the presence of Mn2+, the relaxation ratesi
of water nuclei can be enhanced by the paramagnetic contribution to such an extent ,
that their NMR signals become unobservable; (ii) the cell membrane is known to fg
effectively impermeable to Mn2+. Consequently, the addition of Mn2+ to a cell suspension
results in an enhancement of the relaxation rates of water nuclei in the extracellular
region. Therefore, it is possible to selectively resolve the contribution of the intracellular
water to the observed spectra. A similar effect can equally well be obtained by freezhs
samples below 0"C; in this case, only the intracellular water remains unfrozen nn4
therefore contributes to the resulting spedtra. It is surprising to note that applications
of the freezing technique in this domain is very limited. The only example is that of
water in haemoglobin solutions reported by Zipp et al. (1976). Certain groups 0l:
workers have used the pellets of cells to eliminate the contribution of extracellular,
watef.

Andrasko (1976) measured the water diffusion permeability of human erythrocytes'
by using pulsed magnetic field gradient techniques. The following values were reported
for the diftision constant (Dr) and the lifetime (re) of water within red blood cells.

Dl  rB
(cm2lsec) (sec)

blood
biood + xp-Cl. HgBzO-

1.16 x 10-5 0.017
7.'15 x L0-6 0.048

*p-Chloromercuribenzoate: known to drastically
reduce the osmotic water permeability of human red
ce11s.

It was shown that deoxygenation of normal and sickle erythrocyte results in a
considerable decrease in the T, values but causes no chanse in the ?, values of water'
(Cottam et aI., 1974; Thompson et aI., 1975; Zipp et al., 1976\. A three-state model
was proposed to explain the relaxation data, each state exhibiting a characteristic
correlation time: bulk water= 10-11sec, water hydrated to hracromolecule (10-?1:
z"> 10-11sec), finally the third region of water which is tightly bound exhibits a'
correlation time similar to that of protein (t.210-7sec) (Thompson et al., 1975;
Zipp et al., 1976). Zipp et a/. reported that upon deoxygenation of sickle cells and
haemoglobin S solutions the T2 values at room temperature decreased by a factor of
whereas after deoxygenation of normal cells and haemoglobin A solutions, no change
in T2 was observed. The low temperature studies of linewidth at (-15 to -36'C), andi
Tt at -20 to -80oC, for oxy- and deoxy-haemoglobin A and haemoglobin S soluti
suggested that the characteristics of bound water were similar for all four species.
the basis of the three-state model, Zipp et a/. proposed that the sickling process
the irrotationally bound water. Lindstrom and Koenig (1974) and Lindstrom et al. (I
investigated the effects of oxygenation, and aggregation of haemogiobin (HbA)
sickle haemoglobin (HbS) solutiot'r" by studying the frequency dependence of
proton relaxation rate (llT) (dispersion curves). They calculated 2", the correlatton,
times for the rotational motiorl of haemoglobin molecule from the inflexion
v" (see Section IV.1(a), p. ll2). It was shown that under the conditions of compler;
oxygenation, HbS molecules interact with each other more strongly than do the
molecules. The orientation time of oxy-HbS molecules was shown to be larger than tnat
of HbA molecules. The T1 values of water obtained at low frequency gave much rnofe
information about the state of aggregation and rotational motion of the haemoglobtlt
macromolecule as compared with the ?1 values obtained at a single high frequency. l
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,il ,:d {TTll:9^e,ed 
with Mn2* was described bv conlon and outhre d (rg,2).The use

il ::^l:'::,:'l: 
ror as a toor for distinguirrr,.rg irt" p."i"" ilun signal 0f intracenurar

il water liom that of extracellular water wii init[ily dl.",il by Fritzand Swift (1967).il These authors successfully applied this_methoJ i" i;;ffiate the state of water inil polarized and depolarized frog ""tu"r.-ri.oliu;r"r""'a5porurized.bythe 
chemical

Id#ffff'#*lI water was ascribed to nucleus izt : J.i ms99] and the more rapidry reraxing popuration| ,o cytoplasm (4: r:l -,:*) 
^ii. i '"u ',o-;;;;;;.was 

appreciabty longerI trt : 7'5msec)' The results of temferature effects on the lehxation times led theseJ authors to conclude that the exchanee rate of water between these two phases isJ slower than the t"lTu'jT-lute of 170 (ilow-exchange condition). Two different merhods[ *ete used to studv the NvrR of iio ir iirtto enriclied nu*uo "rytirrocytes (Shporer and
I 

ar:",, 
1975):,(,rr d'.rt "o-furir"'r'"ii"r"ration rates "i;o in isorated pelrets andI supernatant, (2) relaxation rates measured in th" pr;;;;; of ilnr*. rt was noted that

1,,. l,loi^t1111!:tt"H water ws 4-5-times shorter trru" i". ii""supernatant. The values off, rate constants (ft") at 25 and 37.c were found to be 60 and 107sec_1, and the:l ' activation energy f9r ft' as equal to g-7 t t.o kcal/mole. The authors emphasized theimportance of the interaction between water and membrane during the transport of
;111,::r3,::i"p,t"":lii:!,:i:llnvestigated tl;;;;;"r water between humanred brood cets and tn:-rtffxi pil" ilt ,;trt"***;i"d;.iilJirffiL ,"ffi::r*#llMd'*, and by measuring 170 relaxatioo tl*"i oiHrrro'i1 irr. uu..n"" of added Mn2+The halfJife for cell water at 25.C was founa to U" is _."" ;;;;"", and the exchangetime equar to 0'046 msec' The relaxation-iime values are reported in Table 2. Theresults were anarysed in terms of the classical two-compartment exchange model.
,"51?J;::"::*:i1'J # T o*":: :f:i -l', ":*" I; r?; ffi ii", "", rro m 0 to 30 " c,': and the a,1 dependence ir r;in "qr""", ir.p;;;i{##ifi fi:ff#::?&l+il3;i:: From the avairable.data th6se uurrro..-.ourd not specfy *i"rn.. the water detectedby NMR was associar.d ,"ith ";;;'r;t. -"-b.uo", ripia, o, polysaccharides, or a'three. Nevertheress, they pointed out ihe importance ;; ti" "r"*brane_bound waterin defining the structure and functions of 

,membranes. Simple lecithin systems havebeen used as models for the ui"r"gi*i^Lembranes. Klose ani stelzner (1974) repofied,- on the NMR studv of specific uiori['"r water in r"u,rrlr_u,"rzene systems. Theypostulated that water-membrane interactions a* fimri.J-io ,i,r". regions: (1) theinteraction of water 
,with the pd;;; groups, e) water interacting by additionalweak interactions, and (3) water -"f"irfg U.yond both these resions.with a view to studlng th. .*;;;;i*ffb;;,";;;;;'i"u,"r,u,, 

on the srate or- water, James and Gillen ttglZl neirir"i Tr, T2 and r",,lif,rJoo consranr (D) valuesof water from the unfert'izei "rriJ"r-Jgg. onry oo" .".orur"e signal was observed
::1il1f:|]::ilkT-"uil"-*"i"'''fi," uut'., or,"ru"ution times and diffusion

Foo

yolk

Difusion constant
with respect to
pure water
Q (msec)
72 (msec)

0.80 0.88
1180 1270

340

0.25
67.0
27.0 2830

2830
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FIc' 7. (Beail et al., 1976) T1 and water content as a function of HeLa ceil cycle. (O-O) fi
during the cell cycle (mean of eight-ten experiments). Bars denote standard irror of the mean.
(o-o) water content during the ceil cycle. (---) Actinomycin-D binding ability of the
chromatin. Data for the dashed line are ftom pederson and Robbins.
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Significant portions of cellular water are known to exhibit reduced mobility, w
can be attributed to the obstruction or hydration effects. On the basis of Tr rle4surernr
these authors proposed that probably the hydration effects are more important. Fung ef
(1975a) also reported that the T1 values for egg yolk were considerably shortei th
for egg white.

Some authors have given evidence showing that the changes in ?1 of cell water ar
due to alterations in the configuration of macromolecules. ft in mammalian cells
tissues was measured as a function of the external ion concentration and total sr
water content (Raaphorst et al., i975). The changes in the fraction of bound
unbound water were shown to be associated with changes induced in the macromolecul,
configuration by varying the salt concentration and the amount of water. BeaTl et r
(1976) investigated ?1 of water protons (at 25"C) and the total water conient as a functi
of HeLa cell cycle (Fig. 7). They demonstrated the effects of biological and physiologi,
alterations during the growth and division of cells on the ?, of water. It was p.oport
that the relation between T1 and the cyclic pattern of cell growth and division
influenced probably by the conformational changes of macromolecules (associated wi
the morphological changes during cell division), and by the water content.

(e) Tumours and cancerous cells
An important development in the NMR studies of water in biological systems I

been to show that the measurements of 7�1, T2 and T1o of water in tiisues and orga
have a potential use in thd cancer research. The relaxation times are closely related
the structure, mobility and the content of water in normal and cancerous tissues a
cells. As a result, the effects of the presence and growth of tumours on the behavr
of water can be investigated by the NMR technique. Nevertheless, the eventual use
this method for the diagnostic purpose rqmains a highly controversial issue. The basi
problem arises because, even though it is now fairly well established that there is
marked difference between the relaxation behaviour of water protons in the normal an
cancerous states, there is no certitude that such a behaviour is strictly specific for
cancerous state.

In his pioneer paper, Damadian (1971) reported that the water proton relaxation ti
T1 and T2fot malignant and normal tissues were distinctly different. Watqr in mali
tissues exhibited longer relaxation times or a higher motional freedom. These observati
were interpreted in terms of the postulate of Szent.Gycirgyi (1957): it states that
degree of otganization of water in the cancerous tissues is much lower than in not
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tissues. The results reported by Damadian were soon confirmed by several groups of
workers and initiated extensivg research in this field.

Frey et aL (1972) showed that many nonmalignant tissues from spleen, kidney, liver,
heart, muscle, intestines, stomach, skin and lung for mice with a tumour on hindieg had
significantly ]ong9r relaxation times (T1 and T1) as compared with the "ort"rpo.rdiog
tissues from healthy mice (see Table 2). They did not observe any systematic variations
n the Tz values. It was proposed that water was more ordered in tiisues with tumours.
Incb et al. (I97$ measured the water content and ?1 for neoplastic and non-neoplastic
tissues from mice and humans. The I values for tissues of liver, spleen and kidney

' from animals with large, rapidly growing tumours were longer than Tl for similar tissues
from healthy animals. Whereas, fol slowly growing tumours this difference was negligible,
i.e. Tl was found to be related to the rate of growth rather than to malignancy. ihese
authors emphasized that the ?1 values were related directly with the water content.
Hollis et al. (1975) also observed that the slowly growing and well-differentiated tumours
gave shorter ?r values as compared with more rapidly growing tumours. Schara et al.' (1974) concluded that proton spin-lattice relaxation (at room temperature) can be a
valuable tool for the characterization of the pathological changes in tire thyroid gland

,,, tissue in case of thyroid gland cancer.
Hazlewood et al. (I974d studied in great detail the relationship between hydration

and. the refaxation times of water prJtons in tissues from mice with and without
tumour. -It was shown that T1 and T2 of water protons, and diffusion constant (D),
increased monotonically and distinguishably from the normal, to nodule and finally to
tumour cells in the development of marnmary tumours in mice. These results indieated
that macromolecular-water interactions were altered by the presence of a tumour or
onum in the host. The changes in T1 and T2 were iniepenient of changes in organ
hydration. A comparison of the ?r and T2 of neoplasms from the breast of normal and
diseased tissues showed that the values of relaxation times were correlated with, but
not strictly dependent on the hydration of tissues (Medina et aI., I975; Hazlewood et aL,
1974a). The tissues could be classified as fibrocystic or neoplastic depending on the
values of the pair of Ty T2.If T1 < 792 and f, S SS.i, then the tissui was classifieO
as fibrocystic; if T1>792, Tz> 58.1, then the tissue was classified as neoplastic. The
?2 values were considered to be more discriminating than T1 in certain diseased
states. Hazlewood er aI. (L974a) and Medina et at. (tns) pointed out that NMR
spectroscopy could be employed as a useful tool for the detiction of cancer, and in
:ul:!t research. Saryan et al. (1974), and Bov6e et al. (1974) indicated that the increase
in NMR relaxation time ?r (at -25"c) is determined, in paft, by the increased
water content of cancerous tissues.

Block and Maxwell (1974) studied the behaviour of water proton T1 for normal and
tumorous tissues of rats. These authors considered a model in which tumorous tissues
had lesser amount of water with restricted mobility than the normal tissues. Three mouse
cqll 

.populations (EL 4 ascitis tumour cells, normal spleen leukocytes, and normal
erythrocytes) were studied at 13.56 and 100MHz by Block et al. (1977). At each
frequency, the T1 values for tumour cells were found to be greater than the values
for either of the normal cell type (see Table 2). Qualitativjy, they attributed thisefflbct to the binding of a fraction oi water (exhibiting restricted *oUltity; to slowly
moving macromolecules. The 1/7, values were found-to vary approximatety linearly
with the total water content over the range investigated.

It has been demonstrated by several iuthors that T1 of water protons in tumours isconsiderably 
longer than in healthy tissues. Furthermore, Damadian et al. (1973) havepomted out that the discrimination between the relaxation times of water in normaland cancerous tissues appears to improve at lower frequency, i.e. the overlapping isreduced at low frequenciis. Diegel uod pirrtu, (r975a) defined the resolutio n ,,r,' as:
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3 x 10-asec with an activation energy of 4.8kca1/mo1e, and the proton exchange tins'
was calculated to be 1.3 x LO-asec with an activation energy of 1O.0kcalimole. J6,
addition of NH+CI enhanced the proton exchange 13rg. It may be remarked that the
value of correlation time noted above for collagen is much longer than the value of
2 x 10-8sec that was reported earlier for the correlation time of molecular rotation s1
water in muscles (Knispel et aI., 1974). The rate of proton exchange that greafly
influences the water proton signal from collagen was found to depend on the temperature.
pH, and buffer salts (Migchelsen and Berendsen,1973; Biefkiewicz et al., 1977).

In order to explain the non-averaging of dipolar and quadrupolar interactions which,
are responsible for the splitting of lH and 2H signals, respectively, Dehl and Hoeve (1909;
assumed a model in which certain preferential hydrogen bonded sttuctures of water were :
formed. The water molecules could difuse rapidly between the highly oriented strands
of collagen fibres, but their motion was anisotropic. Chapman and Mclauchlan (1969) ,

also proposed a continuous chain model for water in collagen. Fung and Trautmann:
(1971) proposed that the observed dipolar or quadrupolar splittings for water in collagen.,
were the ayerage of two types of water: (1) water molecules adsorbed or bound to '

the collagen triple helix (the oriented water), and Q) the remaining free water moleculeq ,
that undergo rapid reorientation. These authors reported the effects of ions on collagen .,
hydration by studying the ion effects on the deuteron quadrupole splitting. Migchelsen and
Berendsen ft97T were led to the conclusion that the chain model was not sufficient ,
to account completely for the hydration of collagen; their results also favoured the,
specific binding model. Field-dependent splitting of the water signal was also reported,
for sciatic nerves of rabbits (Chapman and Mclauchlan, 1967). The maximum splitting ,

was observed when the nerve axis was parallel to the applied field. l
Dehl (1970) described a method for estimating the amount of unfrozen water in'

frozen fibres of collagen. The method is based on the fact that line separation is given ,
by K (cos2 0 - I), where the splitting constant K decreases with increasing 2H20 r
content, and 0 is the angle between the fibre axis and the magnetic fie1d axis. Fung and:,
Wei (1973) applied this method to study in detail the effects of water content and:
salts on quadrupolar splitting of 2H2O in hydrated collagen for the maximum splitting r
(0:0'). The amount of "unfrozen water" decreased in the presence of salts. They.
pointed out tlat hydrated ions block the binding sites for water in collagen. Only the i
water molecules bound directly to collagen were oriented and resulted in the dipolar or ,
quadrupolar splitting for H2O and 2H2O, respectively. rjLadrupolar splitting for H2O and'H2O, respectively. ,ti

The NMR studies of collaeen water discussed so far were performed bv the continuous i
wave technique at a single frequency. Fung e/ al. (1974) applied the pulse techniquei
to measure the T1 .values for water in hydrated collagen at different frequencies and:
over a wide temperature range Q5 to - 80'C). They observed that T1 was strongly':
dependent on the temperature and frequency. The correlation times could be described
by a distribution function in a manner similar to that for water in muscles, discussed
earlier in Section IV.1(c). Edzes and Samulski (1977) used the FT pulse technique to'
study the proton spin-lattice relaxation decay of hydrated collagen under the conditions
when the dipolar splitting is zero (fibre axis perpendicular to magnetic field). Byj
studying the effects of partial substitution of HzO by 2H2O, these authors proposed
that dipolar coupling between water protons and collagen protons, i.e. cross-relaxation,
and spin diffusion make an important contribution to the water proton relaxation I
mechanism. Edzes and Samulski (1978) further confirmed, by using the method ol-
selective inversion of water proton magnetization with longer 180' pulses, that cross:t
relaxation contributes to the relaxation of water protons in hydrated collagen. .

(b) DNAfibres

A study of water from the hydrated DNA (salmon sperm) in the form of orienteo,
fibres was initially reported by Berendsen and Migchelsen (1965} They observed that the
second moment of the water proton signal varied qualitatively with the angle betwee4i
the fibre direction and magnetic field. In the case of oriented DNA, the anisotropl 01,
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The NMR studies of water in biological systems I2g

water molecules in a direction perpendicular to the fibre axis was proposed in contrast
to the model which was put forth for collagen water. Rupprecht (1966) prepared samples
o,f caTl thymus DNA (NaDNA) by the wet spinning method. He plotted peak-to-peak
amplitude of the derivative signal recorded as a function of the angle between the
direction of molecular orientation and the magnetic field. From these results, Rupprecht
was led to conclude that the hydration structure in DNA is similar to the structure
present in hYdrated collagen.

Finalln Migchelsen et al. (1968) investigated the proton NMR spectra of water in
oriented NaDNA in the A form, and LiDNA in B and C forms. Similar to the results
reported by Rupprecht (1966), Migchelsen et al. (1968) also observed a single proton
signal at room temperature for NaDNA whose linewidth depended on the angle
between the fibre direction and the field. However, for LiDNA in the B and C forms,
angular dependent splitting was recorded at room temperatures. The proton exchange
prcc€ss was considered to be an important factor influencing the water spectra of NaDNA.

V.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
' ' Thi, article presents a general perspective of the multifold NMR studies of water
performed in various biological systems. A considerable effort has been devoted to
investigate the relaxation times of water nuclei (1H, tEl, t'O) for a variety of biological
samples as a function of temperature and frequency. One common and striking feature
observed in nearly all cases studied is that the relaxation times of water nuclei and
the diffirsion constants of water molecules are much lower than t}re values observed
for free water. Generally, these results can be interpreted in terms of: (1) the restricted
and anisotropic motion of water molecules and enhanced proton transfer in the hydration
layer; (2) the preferential and dynamic orientations of water molecules in the vicinity
of biological macromolecules. The characteristics (1) and (2) arise because a fraction of
the total water content (in solution or in biological samples) is associated with proteins
and nucleic acids, forming a hydration layer in their close vicinity. In other words, water
molecules in the hydration layer exhibit distinctly different properties from those
observed for free or extra-hydration layer water. Furthermore, the behaviour of the
hydration water molecules was found to depend strongly on the nature of the hydrated
species. Two-state and three-state models were proposed to account for the relaxation
behaviour of water nuclei.

An important characteristic of hydration water is that it remains unfrozen or mobile
(on the NMR time scale) at temperatures much lower than the freezing point of free
solvent. This phenomenon proved to be very valuable for investigating the state of
water in systems such as muscle, collagen, tissues, membranes; as well as for studying
the changes it -aoo-olecular-water interactions induced by external factors (y-
irradiation) and the changes in water structure which result during natural, biological
and physical processes such as growth and division of cells, muscle strain, cancerous
growth. The proton NMR spectra obtained from hydration water in frozen samples
furnish unprecedented information concerning the macromolecular-water interactions
and the state of water in biological systems.

There is a vast scope for the application of tle NMR studies of hydration water to
explore and study in detail the effects produced by certain toxins, drugs, carcinogens
and radiations: to investigate the sensitivity and specificity of different organs to'tlese
and other related perturbing factors.

There is increaiing evidince showing that cross-relaxation between the protons of
water molecules and of the macromolecular chain contributes to the relaxation rates
of water protons. Eventually, it may become necessary to revise and reeonsider the
mterpretation of certain previously published results in the light of cross-relaxation.

Water constitutes the major component of all living systems, for example it represents
about 70-801 of the total cell constituent. There is conclusive evidenCe showing that
water does not simply serve as an inert medium, but it participates at the molecularNA, the anisotropy
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level in basic biological interactions and in fundamental biological processes. 1n fac!the hydration water molecules constitute an integral part of any macromolecular q1cellular system under consideration. The importance of witer in maintaining the structurnlintegrity of proteins is well-established. Nevertheless, investigators in different domainshave not fully recognized the important and crucial iole thaihydration *ut., -or""irr,may play in various biophysical and radiobiological processes. wirile posturating lng"nilu,
theories and mechanisms to explain such processes, many authors have either totallvneglected the participation of water or considered it simply rn terms 

-"i 
,h, ;;;;;imedium effects. Hopefully, the NMR studies of water .u.ii"a out very extensively indifferent laboratories would largely contribute to unravel the vital 

-functional 
anistructural roles played by water at the molecular level in many biologi.d i";;;d;

and biophysical processes.
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